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Jean Le Rond d~A1embert. Œuvres complètes Série 1: Traités et mémoires mathématiques,
1736-1756. Volume 6: Premiers textes de mécanique c~este, 1747-1749.
Edited by Michelle Chapront-Touzé. Paris (CNRS Editions). 2002. 531 pp. EUR 60

ln its general oniline the bistory of celestial dynamics ' (or "physiCal astronomy") in the first half of
the 18th century, as applied to the motion of the Moon, 1S a well-documented story.' The main object of
interest was the thtee-body. system consisting of the Moon, Earth; and Sun; theprimary body was the
Barth, and the motion of the Moon about the Earth was perturbed by the action of the Sun. The gross
lunar phenomenato be explained had been known since the time of Hipparchus and Ptoleiny iri antiquity
and consiSted of the motion of t1ië Moon's nodes (about 200 ayear) and the motion of the Moon's
apogee (about 40° a yeat). Both phenomena were' readily. visible and their documentation reqùired no
specialt~hn(}logy.or method of observation. Isaac Newton~s,theory,led to a :value for the motion of the
,'-1unupogee...thaLwas:::'oIi1yàb.e~b.illf the QQ~erve(t~al~,ad:if!J~9ulty:that proved~J1sistent and became
something of an enibarrassment for researchers by the t740~.îi.îttiêlaté'!74O's-r:èôiihiùifEülêï;
A1'éXîS~'-'n
Clairaut, and JeaD.d'AIénibert worked on thiSproblemusing
the methods of the calculas and infinite
series. The problem of the motion of the lunar apogeewas solved by Clairaut in 1749, who showed
that the difference between the theoretical' and observedvalues,disappeared if one included, second-order
terms in the calculation. More generally, the work of the thtee men 100 to the establishment of classical' ,
pertUrbation theOlY,perhaps the first fully mathematically articulated theory of modem physical science.
d'Alembert's published contributions to physical astronomy were presented largely fi hisRecherche
sur la précession des équinoxes of 1749 and Recherches sur différens points importans du système du
monde, volumes 1 and 2 of which appeared 'in 1754 and volume 3 in 1756. (Editions Qf these works
will appear in later wlumes pi the Œuvres Série I.)These works wete preceded or aC90mpanied by
a substantial body of: writings from the period 1747-1749, a few of wbich were published at the time
but most of which remained as manuscripts in the archives of the, Paris Académie des sci~nces and. the
Bibliothèque nationale de France. It is these writings, both published and manuscrip~ that 'are presented
in the volume under review.
Especially noteworthy is a lengthy treatise composed by d'Alembert' in 1748, title4 here simp1y
''Théorie de la lune de 1748." d'Alembert abandoned this work, apparentlyin responseto Clairaut's
amiouncëment in May of 1749 of bis solution of the lunar apogee problem. The 174& treatise was
unknown until fairly recently and isconsequently not cited in traditional d'Alembert schoiarsbip, so
its publication now in 'such an impressively edited edition is very we1come indeed. Chapront-Touzé's
critical work is of a bigh order, with detailed explanatory notes, cross references" coqelations with
d'Alembert's published work, and a valuable general introduction. The task of organizing the unbou.nd
sheets of the 1748 manuscript into therr likely.original order was no small, acbievement. The editor has
also added diagramS to accompany the text, for wbich 'no figures have survived. The glo~ary produced
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as an appendix to the volume gives definitions of tecbnical tenus used in celestial dynamics of the period;
The work as a whole compares favorably with the volumes that haveappeared in editions of N~wtoll, the
Bernoullis, and Euler.
ln his Introductory Treatise on the Lunar Theory, Ernest W. Brown (1896) observed that "while
[Clairaut] worked out his results numerically, d'Alembert considered a literaldevelopment and carried
out hii compu~tions with more completeness~" Chapront-Touzé identifies the historical significance of
the 1748 treatise as consisting of the first literal theory of the motion of the Moon: "the constants that
appear in the coefficients of trigonometric tenus are not replaced bytheir numerical values" (p. Iii). Inthis
respect the treatise set the stage for the more extendedtheory presented inthe Recherches sur le système
. du monde, andits publicationallows one tofollowthe development of d'Alembert's thinking at a critical
stage in its development. On the particular question of Clairaut' s bieaktbrough, Chapront- Touzé suggests
~t the solution was well within the tesources of d' Alembert's theory, butthat he was more concerned
with other aspects of lunar morlon, suèh as the motion of the nodes. The significance of what d'Alembert
accomplished on a theoretica1level compensated for his fallure to sohrethe celebrated apogee problem ..
The past results of calculus and #gebra are of enduring historical and conceptual interest: they
embody perspectives that are differentfrom modém conceptualizations, revealing interesting theoretical
possibilities and unexpected points oeview.This seems to be less !Ne of celestial dynamics,possibly
beeause this subject is less universally' familiar to scientific readers today,' and possibly ·because .of the
nature of the subject itself. Classical;perturbationtheory
is a somewhatforbidding topie, one that is
bound tQ beofinterestprimarily
to~pecia1ists. AlthoughChapront-::-To.uzé'sedition
not a book the

ii

··'_~averagete~4~!·is·JMcely_!p_A~p:into~iti.s-aninvaiuablereso~,ce:fot:1.1nderstandin;g,d'A1embeft's..intellectual
biography and for the larger project or-wiltinifuelÏistory of exacfscienëe-iif the êiglitêenth ceilnrry.
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